Since the usage and finishing of the product is not under our control, we accept no liability for the success of the work and can therefore only guarantee the nature of our products as per the accompanying product data sheets and in accordance with our general terms and conditions of sale. The properties listed here represent no guarantee with respect to the eventual
use of our products. We reserve the right to make changes due to technical advances. Any other technical information given in the course of a consultation must be confirmed in writing. Colours shown here are restricted by the printing techniques and may differ from those exhibited by the products themselves. We also reserve the right to make alterations to the
product technology or design. Only the current version of this data sheet is valid. Such versions are accessible by anyone via the internet. The issue of the latest data sheet invalidates all those that have been published beforehand.
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Linear Drainage System
- Installation Instructions 1.

Remove the U-DRAIN product from the box.
Carefully store the U-DRAIN Alloy grating away from the
construction site until all the concreting and tiling has
been completed.

1

DO NOT REMOVE the poly former insert from the drain
base.

2.

Once you have established the finished height and fall
of the drain, use PVC solvent cement and glue the U-DRAIN
together as per your drainage design fixing right angle
corners and the outlets in their correct position.

2

Haunch the U-DRAIN into place using either a concrete
mix or sand and cement ensuring that the Poly Former
insert stays neatly fitted at all times in the U-DRAIN
base.
DO NOT REMOVE the poly former insert from the drain
base until tilling and concreting are fully completed.

3.

Pour the concrete around the haunched drain base to the
selected finished height required for your next step either
tiling or finished concrete.

3

Ensure that the drain stays straight and clean at all times
during the concrete pouring process.
DO NOT REMOVE the poly former insert from the drain
base until tilling and concreting are fully completed.
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Linear Drainage System
- Installation Instructions 4.

You are now ready to tile or put your selected finishing
product in place.

4

We recommend that between your tile and the drain
the use of a flexible product like silicone or polyurethane
to avoid any possibility of movement between the two
different products. A 4 mm joint is recommended to avoid
possible movement and cracking.
DO NOT REMOVE the poly former insert from the drain
base until tilling and concreting are fully completed.

5.

Your U-DRAIN installation is now ready to be completed.
Remove the poly former insert and discard in an environmentally friendly manner.

5

Now clip the U-DRAIN Alloy top into place. Start clipping
from one end by gently pushing the alloy top into the
plastic drain base.
If there is any cleaning required ensure that only PH
Neutral products are being used. Acid or highly alkaline
solutions may damage the alloy top.

6.

Your installation of the high quality U-DRAIN product
is now complete and will maintain it’s unique sleek look
for many years to come.

6

W ARNING

• These channels are NOT intended for use where
heavy vehicular traffic is present.
• Clean alloy top grating with pH neutral products only.
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